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in the company of  strangers 

She smelt like old school Chinese.  Quietly slipping into the 

chair next to me (not that you wouldn’t have expected her to—she 

was only a slip of a thing herself,) barely making a sound, and that 

was the first thought that entered my mind.  She wore a delicate 

steel-grey knit top, black pinstripe trousers, black heels, while 

holding a black fashion trenchcoat and a black crocodile print 

clutch.  My second thought was “that’s a lot of black.”  I noticed 

the one thing that looked out of place with all her expensive 

clothing: her watch screamed cheap and chintzy. 

You probably think I notice the most useless and trivial things. 

You probably are right. 

Nevertheless, it was something about her that brought back a 

flood of memories, all instigated by a single smell.  I was taken to a 

time of leopard bone and musk “medical” remedies; damp hawker 

stalls served by partially mummified (or so my childish brain 

rationalised) staff with blackened fingernails; lighting fireworks in 

the backyard and having to run once everyone realised it wasn’t 

pointed in the right direction; a glass of condensed milk with 
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chocolate coins; clammy alleyways with massive rainwater gutters, 

filled with mould; the world for a couple of ringgit, give or take; 

everything there was to love. 

Blinking and exhaling, I bring myself back to the present, 

trying to get a better look at her face through her past-shoulder-

length black hair.  Nothing.  After a while, her head slowly dips 

forward, revealing the porcelain-coloured nape of her neck, 

causing ripples of fine hair to cascade all around her.  She’s fallen 

asleep.  Not a sound, barely a movement later, and she transcends 

from feminine chic to somewhat silly, falling asleep like that—in 

the company of strangers. 

Watching her hair sway with the movement, her back barely 

stirring from her breath, my mind wandered to the times when I 

myself might have smelt like old school Chinese.  A long, long 

time ago.  Another world in fact.  I close my eyes, half dozing, half 

reminiscing of the old days. 

By the time I awake, she is gone.  There is nothing but the 

trace of her left, an unsure feeling that adamantly claims she was 

once here… though sometimes when I look back on it, I’m not so 

sure she ever really was. 

Still, the thought of it manages to make me smile. 




